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Abstract

CAMERON TAYLOR BYRUM: Graph Theoretical Problems Computable
by Networks of Finite Automata
(Under the direction of Laura Sheppardson)

Graphs are a popular model in mathematics, and automata, or abstract
models of machines, are a useful tool in computer science. Our research looks
at combining these two powerful fields. We will begin by looking at some pre
liminaries of graph theory and automata theory. We also discuss other meth
ods for recognizing graph properties such as algebras, grammars, and monadic
second-order logic. We will then explore the concept of “intelligent graphs,”
or networks of finite automata operating at each vertex of a graph, and we
will show implementations for using such networks to solve labryinth problems
and to compute block decompositions of graphs. We end by taking a look at
extending this method to the problem of finding linkages in a graph.
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Introduction

The study of graph theory can trace its begiiiiiiiigs back to Leonhard Euler’s solution
to the famous seven bridges of Konigsberg problem in 1736. Seven bridges connected
various parts of this Russian city as shown in Figure 1, and the people of Konigsberg
wanted to know if it was possible to tour the city crossing every bridge exactly once.
The four areas of land connected by the bridges can be represented by the vertices and
edges of a graph as shown below. Euler’s solution was the beginning of mathematically
studying the relative position of objects, a concept which eventually led to modern
graph theory [10], [15 .
1

4
If

n- r

Figure 1: Seven Bridges of Konigsberg

Graphs are used in combinatorics and discrete mathematics to represent relationships.
Many practical applications of mathematics involve relations on sets of objects, usu
ally with restrictions imposed, and graphs provide a perfect model for snch situations.
For example, consider a map of a given region with cities and roads. By assigning
vertices to represent each city and edges IxTween the vertices to represent the roads
connecting the cities, we can apply graph theory to answer ([uestions abcuit traveling
1

in the region. For instance, we might ask how many disjoint routes exist between two
given cities. We might also wonder if there is a route which will visit every city exactly
once. By assigning weights to edges, perhaps to represent the time or distance associ
ated with a road, we can also ask optimization questions. For example, we may need
to know which is the quickest route between two cities, or it may be useful to find the
shortest route which visits every city. The visual appeal and practical applications of
graph theory have made it a popular field of study for mathematicians.

Automata theory is another practical discipline, relevant to both mathematics and
theoretical computer science. The concept of cellular automata was developed by
John von Neumann in 1948 in his efforts to study living beings. Automata can
be thought of as abstract models of machines consisting of states with transition
rules. The motivation for cellular automata was the desire to create a self-replicating
machine. This was shown to be possible in theory by von Neumann’s universal
constructor equipped with instructions for replicating itself, a machine for copying
these instructions, and a control mechanism. From this concept emerged the study of
artificial life. In 1984, a self-reproducing cellular automata known as Langton’s loop
was constructed by Christopher Langton [9], [16].

Stephen Wolfram continued research in this field, studying elementary cellular au
tomata with cells in a 1-dimensional array and transition rules developed from 3-cell
neighborhoods with 2 states. The transition rules call for the new state of each cell
to be based upon both the current state of itself and its two neighbors at the current
stage. We can represent the two states for each cell as white and black. Since there
are 8 possible configurations for the 3 cells and 2 possible outcomes for each rule, this
gives us 2^ = 256 possible sets of rules. We can use 0 for white and 1 for black, and by
arranging the 8 configurations as in Figure 2, we can represent each of the 256 rules as
an 8-digit binary number. Note that this number will translate to a decimal number
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between 1 and 256. Figure 2 shows Rule 90 of Wolfram's elementary automata. Note
that the binary representation of this set of rules is 01011010, which is equivalent to
the number 90. The top row of each element in the figure depicts the state of a cell
and its two neighbors at time t while the row below it shows the state of the middle
cell at time t + 1. For example, the first element of this set of rules tells us that if a
cell is in the black state and surrounded by two black cells, then it will become white
at the next time step.

Figure 2: The Wansitions for Rule 90

Figure 3 shows the development of the cellular automata with Rule 90 after 10, 50,
100, and 1000 time intervals where each row represents the automata at one interval
and each cell is depicted by either a black or white square. Notice the perfect global
patterns and fractal appearance created in the figure with the simple local transition
rules. Many of the 256 rules produce similar results.

Figure 3: Cellular Automata with Rule 90 at 10, 50, 100, and 1000 Repetitions

Wolfram suspected automata to become the new model for c(nnputations of all sorts.
3

In the 1990s, his suspicions were confirmed when one of his automata, Rule 110,
was shown to be capable of emulating a Turing machine and thus capable of univer
sal computation. This important result demonstrates the surprising equivalence in
computation power of cellular automata and modern computers [16 .

Another popular application of cellular automata is the Game of Life, created by John
Horton Conway in 1970. The states for the game axe laid out on a two-dimensional
grid and consist simply of alive and dead states. The following transition rules govern
the game:

● If exactly three of a dead cell’s eight neighbors are alive, then the cell becomes
alive.
● If either two or three of a live cell’s eight neighbors Eire alive, then the cell
remains alive. Otherwise, it dies.

These rules represent a universe in which cells are born from three neighbors but die of
either overcrowding or loneliness if surrounded by too many or too few other live cells.
There have been many other variations on the game, but always with simple local
transition rules to observe the global behavior of the “lifeforms” which develop. The
Game of Life has also been shown to be capable of the same universal computation
as a Turing machine [9

161.

Automata have been used as models in a number of applications in fields such as
biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, sociology, and economics. The speed and
feasibility of implementation combined with the visually appealing output have made
cellular automata models popular. They have been used to simulate neural activity,
segregation, genetic algorithms, predator-prey relationships, the growth of bacteria,
and the formation of seashells and snowflakes [16 .
4

As illustrated by SchifF, the global results achieved by cellular automata are analogous
in many ways to honeycombs created by bees. The global detail of the structure is
beyond the perspective of each individual bee, and the construction of the honeycomb
is beyond any single bee’s lifespan. However, the orderly creation of the structure
proceeds as though an exterior being were commanding the process. This is similar
to the way in which each cell of an automata is controlled by local knowledge and
simple transition rules, yet seems to be guided by global forces [16 .

Using the idea of solving global problems with local knowledge was the inspiration
for working with networks of automata to solve graph problems. Rosenstiehl, Fiksel,
and Holliger developed the concept of “intelligent graphs,” or graphs equipped with
a network of finite automata capable of solving their own problems. They placed
these abstract machines at the vertices of graphs allowing local communication via
the edges of the graph. By changing the states and rules of this model, we can create
automata which solve various problems from Eulerian tours to block decompositions.

In the next section, we will discuss some preliminary terms and concepts. We will
first look at graph theory in Section 2.1, we will introduce the basics of automata
theory in Section 2.2, and we will discuss other methods of recognizability in Section
2.3. In Section 3, we will discuss the use of networks of finite automata for the
computation of graph problems. We look at the maxirecoil automaton in Section
3.1, the block decomposition automaton in Section 3.2, and the problem of finding
linkages in Section 3.3.
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2

Preliminaries

2.1

Graphs

A graph G is a pair G = {V,E) where

is a finite set of elements called vertices and

E is a, set of edges^ or two-element subsets of V. We may also denote the vertex set
of a graph G hy V(G) and the edge set by E{G). li u,v ^ V and {u, v} G E, then we
say that the vertex u is adjacent to the vertex

and we denote this by u ^ v. We

can also use uv to denote the edge {u,v} € E, and we say that u and v are endpoints
of the edge uv. If v is an endpoint of an edge e, then v is incident on e.

Graphs are typically depicted by assigning a point for each vertex and a line between
points to represent an edge between those vertices. Figure 4 represents the graph
with the vertex set V = {1,2,3,4,5,6, 7,8,9} and the edge set E = {{1,2}, {1,3},
{2,3}, {1,9}, {1,4}, {1,5}, {4,5}, {4,6}, {6,7}, {7,8}, {4,8}}.

Figure 4: An Example of a Graph G = {V, E)

Suppose that G = (V,£*) is a graph and u, v G V are adjacent vertices. We say that u
6

and V are neighbors. The neighborhood oisiverieyi u is the set N{u)= {v

~ u},

and the size of this set is called the degree of u, denoted by d{u). In other words, the
degree of u is the number of edges which u is incident on. A vertex with degree 1
is called a leaf. We use

to denote the minimum degree of all the vertices in a

graph G and A(G) for the maximum degree in G. For example, vertex 9 in Figure 4
is a leaf, 6{G) = 1, and A(G)= 5.

If G and H are graphs, we say that

is a subgraph of G if V{H) C V{G) and

E{H) C E{G). In the case where V{H) = V{G), we call H a spanning subgraph.
Given a subset of vertices N C V{G), the induced subgraph on N is the graph G'
defined by V{G') = N and E{G')= {uv G E{G): u,v E N}. For the graph in Figure
4, the induced subgraph on {1,2,3,4} has the edge set {{1,2},{1,3},{1,4},{2,3}}.
U N C V{G) is a subset of the vertices of a graph G, then G — N is the subgraph
induced by the vertex set V{G) — iV = {u G F(G)|t; ^ N}.

The graphs considered here are simple graphs, or graphs with no loops and at most
one edge between two vertices. We can also define multigraphs to allow loops and
multiple edges. Note that the graph in Figure 1 representing the seven bridges of
Konigsberg is a multigraph. A complete graph, denoted by Kn i is a graph with n
vertices in which there exists an edge for every pair of vertices.

A sequence of vertices in which each vertex is adjacent to the next is called a walk,
and the length of a walk W is one less than the number of vertices in W. We can think
of this as the number of edges we would traverse if tracing the sequence of vertices
in the graph. A path is a walk in which no vertex is repeated, and Pn denotes a path
on n vertices. We say that a graph G is connected if there is a path between each
pair of vertices, and a component of G is a maximal connected subgraph. A cycle is
a walk in which the only repeated vertices in the sequence are the first and the last,
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and C,t denotes a cycle on n vertices. In Figure 4, we have the cycle (4,6, 7,8,4). A
graph G which contains no cycles is called acyclic. If a graph G is both acyclic and
connected, then G is a tree. A spanning subgraph of a graph G which is ac^^clic is
known as a spanning tree of G.

If a walk in G contains every edge exactly once, then the walk is called an Eulerian
trail. If such a walk also begins and ends at the same vertex, then the walk is called
an Eulerian tour. It has been shown that a graph with an Eulerian trail has at most
two vertices of odd degree. Also, a graph has an Eulerian tour if and only if all its
vertices have even degree and all its edges belong to a single component. Note that
in the graph in Figure 1 all four vertices have an odd degree, and so the graph cannot
contain an Eulerian trail. Thus, there is no route through the city of Konigsberg
which crosses every bridge exactly once [15 .

A graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle if there exists a cycle which contains every
vertex. We say that a graph contains a Hamiltonian path if it has a path which
contains every vertex. There is still no simple known characterization for graphs with
Hamiltonian paths.

A subset of vertices S QV(G) of a graph G is called a vertex cut iiG — S has at least
one more component than G. We say that G is k-connected if \V(G)\ > A; + 1 and
every vertex cut contains at least k vertices. The connectivity of G is the maximum
k such that G is /^-connected and is denoted by h,{G). If a vertex v alone provides a
vertex cut, then we call v a cut-vertex. We call a maximal connected subgraph of G
with no cut-vertex a block. In the example in Figure 4, we have cut-vertices 1 and 4,
and our blocks are the subgraphs induced by {1,2,3}, {1,4,5}, {1,9}, and (4,6, 7,8}.

8

2.2

Automata

All automaton is an abstract representation of a digital machine. Automata come in
many distinct categories, but all have a few essential features. First, any automaton
is assumed to have a way of reading input. In addition, automata are capable of
producing output and have access to storage for their data. An automaton is also
equipped with a control unit to keep track of the internal state and any state changes.
Automata operate at discrete time intervals, and for each unit of time, they can read
input, change the internal state, and possibly produce output. The internal state is
determined by a transition function, a function which takes the current state, current
input symbol, and current stored data and gives the next state.

A common example of an automaton is the deterministic finite acceptor, or DFA. A
DFA M is a quintuple M = {Q,S,(^, Qq,F) where Q is a finite set of internal states,
E is a finite set of input symbols, J : Q x E

Q is the total transition function.

qo e Q is the initial state, and F C Q is the set of final states. At the initial time
^ = 0, the DFA M is in state qq ready to read the first character of the input string.
During each iteration, one character of the input is read, and the transition function
changes the internal state of the automaton based on the input and current state.
When the input has been completely read, then the DFA will accept the input only if
the current state belongs to the set of final states. The language of a DFA M is said
to be the set of strings accepted by M. DFA’s are just one of the many useful tools
in the study and classification of formal languages [12].

We can represent the transition function of a DFA with a transition graph. Consider
the DFA M with the set of states Q = {go,9b ^2,9s}) the input alphabet E = (a,6},
the initial state Qq, the final states F = {93}, and the transition function 5 as given
in the table below.

9

6

a

b

Qo

qi

<72

<7i

Q3

Q2

Qo
Qs

Qs

Q2

Qi

Qo

Table 1: The transition function for a DFA M
The transition graph for this DFA is given in Figirre 5. Each node of this graph
represents a single state of the automata, and the arrows represent transitions between
states on given input. Note that the initial state is indicated with the entrance arrow
and the final state is depicted with double circles. We begin at the initial node and
for each character of the input string, we move to the next node by the arrow labeled
with the current input character. If oiu: last character leaves us in a final state, then
the string is accepted and thus belongs to the language. Otherwise, it does not. Note
that the string aababb is accepted by the DFA in the figure, while the string abab is
not. The language of this DFA is actually the set of strings with an odd number of
a’s and an odd number of 6’s.

Figure 5: An Example of the Transition Graph for a DFA

Other types of automata used for language recognizers include nondeterministic finite
automata (NFA’s), nondeterministic pushdown automata (NPDA’s), linear bounded
automata (LBA’s) and Turing machines. Each class of automata has the ability to
10

recognize a class of languages of increasing complexity. This hierarchy of formal lan
guages was first developed by Noam Chomsky and is depicted in the Venn diagram
in Figure 6. The smallest subset of these languages is the regular languages, recog
nizable by DFA’s and NFA’s. The class of context-free languages contains regular
languages and is accepted by NPDA’s. Context-sensitive languages are recognizable
with LBA’s, and Turing machines, the most powerful of the above automata, are
capable of recognizing recursively enumerable languages [12]. This concept of in
creasing complexity is a theme in both mathematics and computer science, appearing
in the discussions of algorithms, formal language theory, and the recognizability of
properties of graphs.

Recursively Enumerable Languages

Figure 6: The Chomsky Hierarchy of Formal Languages

As the most powerful automata of the language recognizers, Turing machines are
capable of complex computation. In the 1930s, Alan Turing conjectinred that his
Turing machines were capable of any computation that was mechanically possible, a
statement which has come to be known as the Turing thesis. This hypothesis remains
convincing since as of yet no process carried out by digital machines is impossible to
implement on a Turing machine. In fact, Turing machines are equivalent in compu
tational power to modern computers [10

12].

Computer scientists have also been studying networks of automata to model new
11

advances in technology such as parallel computing. An automata network is a set of
interconnected finite automata which can interact with each other to change states
at discrete time intervals. Automata networks provide a mathematical model of a
discrete dynamical system [9 .

Cellular automata are examples of automata networks. We briefly discussed some
of the applications for cellular automata in Section 1. Cellular automata consist of
a lattice of cells, a set of states, and a transition function. At each discrete time
interval, each cell is considered to be in one of the states. As with all automata,
it is the nature of the rules to be applied identically and simultaneously to each
cell and to only depend upon local knowledge. As mentioned before, some of the
elementary cellular automata studied by Stephen Wolfram have been shown to have
the equivalent computational power of a Turing machine and thus to be capable of
universal computation [16].

Cellular automata have become popular models for phenomenon found in a variety of
sciences due to their ease of implementation and visual output. According to Schiff,
cellular automata now also provide a model of diffusion that is more accurate than the
previously used equations. Consider dropping a cube of sugar into a large container
of warm water. Classical diffusion equations calculate a small amount of sugar at the
edges even just after the cube enters the water, but the cellular automaton model
uses transition rules which conceptually swap sugar and water molecules resulting in
a more accurate imitation of the process [16].

The study of automata has been an essential tool in both mathematics and computer
science, finding applications in a variety of fields. In our research, we are attempting
to combine the powers of recognizability and computation of automata demonstrated
by these examples with the study of graph theoretical properties.
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2.3

Approaches for Recognizability of Sets of Graphs

The study of graph properties such as the ones mentioned in Section 2.1 has brought
together many fields of research such as the structure of algebras, complexity theory
in computer science, formal language theory, automata theory, and decidability of
monadic second-order logic. The notion of a recognizable language has been extended
to sets of all sorts including trees, infinite words, and now graphs. We say that a
set of objects is recognizable if there exists an automaton which can decide if an
object belongs to that set. Research has demonstrated equivalent definitions for
the recognizability of sets of graphs using different approaches such as automata,
algebras, graph grammars, and logical formulas. In our study of the decidability of
graph properties, we will discuss some of these methods.

2.3.1

Graph Operations and Algebras

Algebraic structures consist of sets of objects with operations defined on them. The
study of algebras arises in various applications of mathematics, and examples of such
structures include well-known operations on the real numbers, congruence modulo n
on the integers, and permutations of the vertices of a figure in the plane.

Suppose that we have a set S and let n > 0 be an integer. A function / : S'

S

is an n-ary operation on 5, meaning that it takes as input n elements from S and
G S, then f{xi,X2,

returns one element, also in 5. If xi,

is the unique

element in S resulting from performing the n-ary operation / on these elements. If
n = 1, then / is called a unar'y operation, and when n = 2, / is a binary operation.
In the case where n = 0, / is called a nullary operation and would take no input but
would return a unique element in S. If we consider addition defined on the integers,
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this is a binary operation since it requires two operands and retiurns one element.

We can let our set S contain basic graphs and define operations on graphs to create
algebraic structures. For instance, if G and H are graphs and if/ is a binary operation
on graphs, then /(G, H)is the unique graph resulting from performing this operation.
In the work of Bruno Courcelle, two algebras are described which provide notions of
recognizability to two graph classes, the HR-algebra and the VR-algebra [2], [5], [6.

In the HR-algebra, or hyperedge replacement algebra, we consider some vertices of a
graph to be distinguished as sources and pointed to by source labels. We also consider
the binary operation of parallel composition of two graphs G and H,denoted by G||iJ.
If G and H are not already disjoint, we first make a disjoint copy of H and then the
sources with the same label in G and H are fused together. Our unary operations
are Forgeta{G), which is the graph G without the a-source, and ReUa^biG), which
exchanges the source labels a and b. Our basic graphs in the HR-algebra are connected
graphs with at most one edge.

If we let G = ({a,6},{{a,6}}) and H = ({c, d},{{c,d}}) be basic graphs, then the
following expression in the HR-algebra defines the graph in Figure 7:

(^{G\\Rena»d{H))

Rena*-*c
(F)) II ForgetaiG)

Figure 7: An Example of a Graph Created from the HR-algebra
The HR-algebra is associated with a measure of complexity for graphs known as
tree-width. We say that a graph has tree-width < k if it can be constructed from
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the operations of parallel composition, source forgetting, and source renaming on the
basic graphs using at most A: + 1 source labels.

Courcelle showed that every set of graphs which can be formed by equations in the
HR-algebra has bounded-tree width. This result is important for fixed-parameter
tractable(FPT) algorithms, problems which may not have a polynomial time solution
in general, but have one with respect to a fixed value of a certain parameter [2 .

In the VR-algebra, or vertex replacement algebra, we consider exactly one label per
vertex where a label a may be associated with several vertices which would be called
the a-ports. We will consider the binary operation of disjoint union^ denoted by
0. Our unary operations will consist of edge addition, denoted by Add-edga,b{G)
defined by connecting every a-port to every 6-port in a graph G, and vertex relabeling,
denoted by Relaba~,b{G) and defined by replacing every a-port with b in G. Our basic
graphs in the VR-algebra are single vertices.

We can create the graph in Figure 8 from the following VR-algebraic expression:

Add-edga,b(b © [Relabb^a{Relabc^a{{(^ ®

\
® ^)))/

Figure 8: An Example of a Graph Created from the VR-algebra
Just as the HR-algebra is associated with tree-width, the VR-algebra is associated
with clique-width. A graph has clique-width < k if we can use k labels and the
operations disjoint union, edge addition, and vertex relabeling to construct it from
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the bayic graphs. Clique-width is another common parameter for measuring the
complexity of FPT algorithms, and every set of graphs definable with the VR-algebra
has bounded clique-width [2 .

As an example of such a definable set, Courcelle used the VR-algebra to generate the
class of complete graphs with the following recursive definition:

if n = 1
I<n =
Relabb-.a{Add-edga,b{^(n-i © b))

if n > 1

Note that since we use only 2 labels this implies that complete graphs have cliquewidth at most 2.

2.3.2

Graph Grammars

The concept of a graph grammar is a means of defining sets of graphs, either finite or
infinite. Grammars were developed in the theory of formal languages for the purpose
of pattern recognition and the definition of specific languages. Their usefulness with
languages has led them to be extended to graph classes.

A grammar G = {V,T,S,P) consists of four parts, a set of variables V, a set of
terminals T, a start variable 5 G V, and a set of rules P called productions. In formal
languages, production rules give us guidelines for replacing variables with strings of
terminals and variables. The language of a grammar G is the set of all strings from
the terminal alphabet that can be produced from the rules in P stalling with the
variable S [12]. If we let V — {5,A,B} with the start variable S and T = {a,6}, and
if we let P be the following set of production rules, then we have a grammar which
defines exactly the set of all strings of a’s and Ps that begin with a and end with b.
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S ^ aA
A

aAbA B
B^b

The production rules tell us that we can replace the variable S with the string aA,
the variable A with either aA, bA, or B, and the variable B with the terminal b.
We are finished with a string when all variables have been replaced and it consists
entirely of terminals. Beginning with 5, the string abaabb can be produced from the
following series of replacements:

S => aA => abA => abaA => abaaA => abaabA

obaabB => abaabb

Thus abaabb is considered to belong to the language of this grammar, but the string
babaa is not because there is no series of productions starting with S which will create
this string.

We can define graph grammars in a similar way replacing concatenation with graph
operations such as the ones defined in Section 2.3.1 and using basic graphs instead
of letters for terminals. We have already seen how the class of complete graphs can
be described with the operations of the VR-algebra. Now, we will look at this same
concept described with a graph grammar. Suppose we let our variables be the set
V = {S,A,B,C}, our start variable be 5, our terminals be the basic graphs a and 6,
each with one labeled vertex, and our production rules as follows:
S —> a\A
A
B

Relabb-^a(B)
Add-edga,b{0)

C-^Seb

From these rules, we can create the complete graph Ks from the start variable S with
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the following series of productions:

S =>

Relabb^a{B) => Relabb-.a(Add-edga,b{C))

=> Relabb^a(Add-edga,b{S © b))

=> Relabb^a{Add-edga^b{A © b))

=4> Relabb-*a{Add-edga,b{Relabb^a{B) © b))

=> Relabb^a{Add-edga,b{Rdabb^a{Add-edga,b{C)) ©6))

=> Relabb-.a{Add-edga,b[R^lcd)b^a[Add-edga,b{S © 6)) © 6))

Relabb-.a[Add-edga^b[R^lod)b-*a{Add-edga,b{p' © ^)) © b))

2.3.3

Monadic Second-Order Logic

We can also use variables and logical operators to create logical formulas to describe
various graph properties. The logical class of a formula is related to the recognizability
of the property it describes, much like the complexity of classes of formal languages.
In our formulas, we will consider our domain to be restricted to the vertex set of
a graph. By convention, we use uppercase variables to denote sets of vertices and
lowercase ones to denote individual vertices. We use the basic binary logical operators
of conjunction, denoted by A; disjunction, denoted by V; negation, denoted by
implication, denoted by

and logical equivalence, denoted by <=>. We also use the

universal quantifier, V, and the existential quantifier, 3. Our atomic formulas include
X = y to indicate equality, x e X to indicate set membership, and edgcix^y) to
indicate edge existence. For the purposes of logical formulas we can associate with
every graph G a relational structure [G\ = (Vb,edge) where Vq denotes the vertex
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set of G and edge, Q Vg x Vg such that edgeix, y) holds if and only if {x, y} G E{G).
Also, we use [GJ |=

to say that the property (p holds for the graph G.

First-order logic consists of variables to denote individual elements of the domain and
the logical operators described above. All appearances of variables must be quantified
in these formulas; in other words, free variables are not allowed. The class of logical
formulas which we will be looking at is that of monadic second-orderlogic, or M5logic,
a category which is more expressive than first-order logic with the main difference
being the allowance of variables to represent sets of elements of the domain instead
of individual elements alone.

Any property which can be written as a formula of monadic second-order logic is
said to be MS-definable. MS logic is particularly useful for graph properties because
it has been shown that any MS-definable property is recognizable [6]. Consider the
following example of a such a property which is presented by Bruno Courcelle [2 .

A graph G is said to be k-colorable if there exists a partition of the vertices such that
any two adjacent vertices belong to different parts. Colorability is a useful property
of graphs, and often mathematicians are interested in finding the smallest k such that
G is /c-colorable. Using monadic second-order logic, we can write a formula describing
this property to demonstrate its decidability. Consider specifically 3-colorability of a
graph G. We first define the following formula for deciding if three sets of vertices X,
Y, and Z form a partition:

Part{X,Y,Z)^\fx ((x G AT V x G T) V x G Z) A ((--(a; G AT A x G F)
A-.(x G y A X G Z)) A -i(x G AT A x G Z))

Now, we have the following formula which holds if and only if a graph G is 3-colorable:
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G\ |=3Xy,Z Part{X,Y,Z)Ayx,y[{edgG{x,y)A x^y)

{{-^{x e X Aye X)A -^{x eY Ay e y)) A -.(x e Z Ay e Z))

We would translate the above property as a graph G is 3-colorable if and only if there
exist three sets of vertices X, Y, and Z such that these sets form a partition of V{G)
and for every pair of distinct vertices which form an edge, it is not the case that these
two vertices belong to the same set. Note that this formula could easily be extended
to represent /c-colorability for any k eN.

Other MS-definable graph properties include connectivity, degree constraints, inclu
sion of paths, existence or absence of minors, and planarity. Since we can express the
properties in MS logic, we know that the classes of graphs which meet the require
ments of these are recognizable [2 .

We have looked at the usefulness of algebras, grammars, and logical formulas in the
decidability of questions on graphs. In Section 3, we will look at using networks of
automata to perform computation on graphs to display the existence of and solution
to certain problems.
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3

Intelligent Graphs

In 1972, Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger explored the use of finite automata networks
to solve graph problems, and they called their strategy intelligent graphs. Concep
tually, they did this by placing identical copies of an automaton at each vertex of
a graph to perform computation locally and to provide the graph with a method of
solving problems on itself. This network of automata working together is similar to
cellular automata, the main difference being that the arrangement of connections is
determined by the edges of the graph instead of the placement in a lattice. Intelligent
graphs are an example of myopic algorithms since only a subset of the data is used
for each aspect of the computation. Both myopic algorithms and automata networks
are desirable since they allow parallel computation to be performed. The motiva
tion for solving graph problems in this way is to use only local knowledge to gain
information about global properties. Problems which can be solved by networks of
finite automata are said to be fa-computable. Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger found
numerous problems to be fa-computable, including recoil algorithms for mazes, the
construction of Eulerian tours, block decompositions, and Hamiltonian cycles [14 .

First, we will give a general description of this concept, and then we will give more
rigorous definitions for the relevant terms. We will depict one of these automata
networks on a graph by labeling each vertex and each limb of the network, or the
edges used to connect one vertex to another. Note that each edge represents two
limbs, one from each vertex that is incident on the edge. So limbs can be thought of
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as *'half-edges.

We also include a label for the current state of each limb. Figme 9

shows an example of a graph with its limbs and states labeled as described.

1 u

Vi

21JL

2

3

u

u

u

V

i3

V

1

1

2V

U2

Figure 9: An Example of the Labeling of an Intelligent Graph

The type of automata used for constructing intelligent graphs is a state-output au
tomata, defined by a triple A — {E,L, </>) where E" is a set of states, L is a set of
input letters, and (j) : E x L

E is the transition function. The automata operate at

discrete time intervals with state changes dictated by the transition function 0. If an
automaton is in state e E E and receiving letter I € L at time t, then the automaton
will be in state 0(e,1) at time t + 1.

Given a graph G and an automaton A = {E,L,(j>), we can define our network of
finite automata as a quintuple R = {X,d, p, E,(f>) where A = K(G) is a finite set of
automata or vertices, d = A(G) is the degree of the network or the number of limbs of
each automata, and p : X x[d

X X [d] is a function defining our limb connections

between automata where [d] = {1,2,..., d}. We also have E, a finite set of states, and
0, our transition function as defined by our automaton A. A limb is a pair (x,r) with
a vertex x ^ X and a limb number r G [d]. Each vertex x has d limbs, some of which
may be dead limbs, or limbs in which p{x,r) — (x,r). Our function p defines the
nondead limbs as the edges of the graph G. If p{x,r) = (y,s), then {x, p} G E{G)
and we have that p{y,s) — (x,r). In this situation, (x,r) and {y,s) are called inverse
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limbs. In inultigraplis which allow loops, we can have p{x,r) = [x,s), but we will be
considering simple graphs here.

In the example in Figure 9, we have the set X = {1,2,3,4,5} of automata. The
degree of the network is c? = 3 since the maximum degree of any single vertex is 3.
The limb numbers at each vertex are labeled. Since the limbs (1,1) and (2,1) form an
edge, we have that p(l, 1) = (2,1) and also yo(2,1) = (1,1). Limb (1,3) is an example
of a dead limb since vertex 1 liEis only limbs (1,1) and (1,2), and so p(l,3)= (1,3).

The element 6^,,^ G E, the state of automaton x at time t, is a d-tuple consisting of
the states for all d limbs. We can consider E C.

where F is a set of limb states and

pd represents d-tuples of elements of F. The state of
limb (x,r) at time t is denoted
Oi-ir input letter for an automaton x is also a d-tuple consisting of the states
of all limbs with which x is incident. Thus,
transition function cf) : F^ x F^

=

j where p{x,r) = (y,s). So our

^ F^ is defined so that ex,t+i =

If (x,r) is a dead limb, then we say that

lx,t)>

= a; for alH € N. We also have an idle

state I Ei F. If an element of F^ consists only of I and cj, then that element is said
to be a quiescent state. If e and Z are quiescent states, then typically 0(e,Z) = e.

In Figure 9, we have labeled the current states of each limb where I,U,V G F.
Suppose that currently we have t = 10. Then e^^10 = V since limb (2,1) is currently
in state V. Also, Z}
1,10 = V since limb (1,1) will be receiving the letter containing
state V. The state of each automata consists of the states of all of its limbs, and so
^5,10 = (E, V,uj). Also, the input letter for each automata consists of the states of all
limbs to which it is connected. Thus, Z,5,10 = (U,U,uj). Our transition function will
give us 65,11 = 0(65,10, Zsao) = 0((Z7,F,a;),(C/,f/,u;)).

We consider the state of the network of automata at time t in the form of a .Y x d
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matrix denoted by M(t). Each row consists of the d states for the limbs of one
automaton. So, the state given in row x and column r of the matrix M{t) is

the

state of limb (.c, r) at time t. Figure 9 represents the following matrix:

1

2

3

ifU
2 V
A/(10)= 3 V
A V

U
U

uj\
U

LJ

U

U

UJ

b\U

V

uj J

Note that our network R = (X,d, p, E,(j)) is determined by a graph G and an au
tomaton A. So, once we’ve designed an automaton A for solving a particular graph
problem, we are free to change oin graph G to create a new network to solve the
given problem on a different graph. Similarly, we are able to use a new automaton A
to solve different problems on our graph G.

A problem is said to be fa-computable for graphs with maximum degree d or less if
there exists some finite automaton A such that for a graph G of maximum degree at
most d and for some initial configuration of the network R created by A and G, the
matrix M{t) will display a stationary state at a finite time t. Graph properties which
are fa-computable include connectivity, absence of cycles, and regularity. Automata
can also be used to compute Eulerian cycles and Hamiltonian cycles [17], [14].

3.1

Maxirecoil Automaton

To demonstrate the concept of an intelligent graph, we will first look at the maxire
coil automaton used by Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger [14] for solving labyrinth
problems. Let us start by discussing the words of a graph. A word w constructed
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from the alphabet jz/ — {I e X x [rf]|p(/) ^

or the nondead limbs of a graph G,

belongs to the grammar of G if it is a member of one of the following categories:

1. The null word, or empty word £
2. The one-letter words where w = I e ^

3. The m-letter words w =

where

G

for z = 1,...,m and the vertex

element of p{lf.) is the same as the vertex of 4+1 for k = 1,...,m — 1

To relate the words of a graph to solving a maze, we consider each letter I = {x,r) E jz/
to be the traversal of the edge {x, y} where p(x,r)= {y,s). In other words, a word in
the grammar of a graph can define a walk in the graph. A complete word w =
of a graph G with |£'(G)| = m contains each letter of

exactly once and traverses

each edge exactly twice. It has been shown that a graph is connected if and only if it
contains a complete word [14].

A subset ^ of the alphabet ^ is a tree in G rooted at the vertex ?/ G A if it has the
following properties:

1. The function from each limb of ^ to the vertex of its inverse limb is a one to
one mapping of ^ onto X — y. In other words, each vertex in X except y has
exactly one parent vertex.
2. For every vertex x E X,x ^ y, there exists a word w =

of G written in

the restricted alphabet ^ such that /i is a limb of vertex y and p{lm) is a limb
of vertex x. In other words, we can form a walk from letters in ^ beginning at
y to every other vertex in X.
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Each complete word w =

for a graph G can be described by its entrance tree

T{w) looted at the vertex of letter li. Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger define this
tree as the set of letters If. G lu where the vertex of p{lk) is not equal to the vertex of
any previous letter in the word. The specification of an entrance tree for a complete
word is sufficient for the specification of the word.

If two letters I and I' from the alphabet

are inverse limbs, then we call these inverse

letter's. The operation of removing two consecutive inverse letters I and I' is known as
a reduction on a word. We call a word which can be transformed into a null word by
a series of reductions a neutral word. Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger showed that
every finite connected graph has complete neutral words [14]. They developed the
maxirecoil automata J2fmax to compute a complete neutral word on a graph starting
at a given limb to solve a labyrinth.

Theorem 1 The choice of a complete neutral word of the maxirecoil type of a finite
connected graph is fa-computable [14]'

Using the set of states F = {a;,/, C/, U,U, U} and the transition function described
in the rules below, the network of

max

automata will store the entrance tree of a

complete neutral word on the graph. We use uj to represent dead limbs, I for idle
limbs, U for used limbs, and V for the entrance limb for a vertex. The states U and
V represent the active versions of their respective states.

When implemented on a graph G, the maxirecoil algorithm will build an entrance
tree, which can be read from the final configuration of the matrix M{t), by exploring
every limb of the graph in a similar manner to a depth-first search. As the algorithm
is run on a graph, we can keep track of the complete neutral word w as it is written
since the limb marked by a hatted character or an active signal is the letter just
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written to the word. The initial state of the network at time t = 0 places every limb
either in the dead state uj or the idle state /, except for the given initial limb (xq,tq)
for which the initial state is

xo.O

= U. The active signal is then sent through each

limb of the graph one by one. If it comes to an unused vertex, one with all limbs
still idle or dead, then it marks the incoming limb as the entrance limb and continues
down the smallest numbered idle limb. If the signal arrives at a used vertex, then it is
either sent down an unused limb or recoiled if there is none left. Once the signal has
recoiled to the initial limb, the algorithm is finished and the entrance tree is complete.
max

The rules below define the transition function 0 for ^
in the conditions below, {1)

.

In the notation used

P means that condition 1 is true if and only if the

statement P is true at time t. So, the first condition for the maxirecoil automaton,
(1) ^ 1^}^ = ●, is true when limb (x,ri) is receiving a hatted character, or an active
signal, at time t.

s,

In the state changes listed below the conditions, (12 3) => ej :

52 is used to mean that if conditions 1, 2, and 3 were all true at time t, then

if limb (x,r) is currently in state 5i, it changes to state S2 at time ^ + 1. We use
the notation I to denote the negation of condition 1. For example, for the first state
change, if condition 6 is true and limb (x, r) is in an active state at time t, then at
time t -h 1 this limb will be in the inactive version of its state. At each increment of
time t, the conditions and state changes are evaluated for each limb in the network.
The following rules are the same as given by Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger [14],
except for two changes described below.
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max

Rules:

Conditions:

(1)

=

The signal arrives at limb (x,ri).

(2) ^ exj = u; or / Vr 6 \d

Vertex x is unused.

(3) <;=>

Vertex a: is a leaf since (x,ri) is the only

— ix; Vr G [d]/r ^ r\

nondead limb.
(4)

r2

e x,t = I with ro e [d],

min, ro
(5)
(6) ^

r1

Vertex x has nondead, unused limbs besides
7'i, and V2 is the smallest such limb.

rs
ex,t = V

Limb (x,I's) is the entrance limb, so x ^ xq.
The signal arrives at p(x,r).

x,t

ri
(8)^ ex,t = I

Limb (x,ri) is unused.

State changes for transition from time t to time i + 1:

(6)

The signal leaves (x,r).

ej ::<-

(1 3) =>

r\
(1 2 3) => ex : /

(1 2 3 4)

Vertex x is an unused leaf.

V

:I

Label the entrance Umb.

V
U

:/

Send the signal down an unused limb
from an unused vertex.

{I 2 38)=^e2:l<- U
(1 2 3 4 8)

./

u

Signal recoils from a used limb.
Send the signal down an unused limb
from a used vertex.

(1 2 3 4 5 8)

: V^V

(1 2 4 5 8) => The word is finished.

Recoil the signal up the entrance limb.
The recoil signal returns to Xq.

For condition 4 in the maxirecoil algorithm, we made the additional requirement
from the original rules that 7 2 ^ 7'i. In our implementation, this proves important
to prevent the active signal from overwriting the entrance limb. Also, in the state
28
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change for (1 2 3 4), the original rules call for sending the signal down £ill limbs (x,r).
However, we found that this often prevents the signal from visiting the entire graph
before recoiling to the entrance limb. Consider the following gTaph in Figure 10 with
the limbs numbered as shown.

3

9

i8

2

*7

Figure 10: Counterexample Graph for the Original Maxirecoil Rules

If the initial limb is (1,1) in this graph, then when the signal reaches vertex 2, it will
be sent simultaneously down limbs (2,2) and (2,3) by the original rules. However, the
signal will recoil back up limb (3,1) and to the initial node before ever reaching limb
(9,1). Thus, the word will not be complete in this example when the rules claim that
the algorithm is finished. We chose to modify the rules to only send the signal down
one limb at a time, namely, limb r2 which is decided by condition 4. This guarantees
that all limbs for every vertex have visited everything below them in the tree before
the signal recoils.

To see more clearly how these rules work, consider the example of our implementation
of the maxirecoil algorithm, shown in Figures 11 through 21.

The initial configuration for this network places every nondead limb in the idle state
/, except for the user specified inital limb (1,1) which is placed in state U. At time
t = 1, we see that the active signal has been sent to vertex 2, marking the entrance
limb on which the signal was received and moving on down an idle limb. When the
signal reaches a leaf of the graph at vertex 3, the signal immediately recoils up the
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Figure 13: Example of^

at i = 2

entrance limb (3,1). The active signal is then sent down another idle limb of vertex 2
and around the rest of the cycle (1, 2,4,5,1) marking entrance limbs and continuing
down unused limbs. When the signal reaches the initial node at time ^ = 6, marked
by the absence of an entrance limb, it is recoiled up the entrance tree. Since there are
no other idle limbs to explore on the way back up the tree, the signal returns directly
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at i = 5

to the initial limb (1,1), and the word is finished at time t — 10.

The complete neutral word w as traced by the active maxirecoil signal in this partic¬
ular example is u; = (1,1)(2, 2)(3,1)(2, 3)(4, 2)(5,1)(1, 2)(5, 2)(4,1)(2,1). Note that
we could perform the following series of reductions to create a null word from w:
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at ^ = 8

w = (1,1)(2,2)(3,1)(2,3)(4, 2)(5,1)(1, 2)(5,2)(4,1)(2,1)
(1, 1)(2,3)(4,2)(5,1)(1,2)(5,2)(4,1)(2,1)
(1,1)(2,3)(4,2)(5,2)(4,1)(2,1)
^ (1,1)(2,3)(4,1)(2,1)
=^(1,1)(2,1)
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The entrance tree of this graph can be thought of as the graph shown in Figure 22.
This tree for the complete word w traced out by the maxirecoil signal consists of the
limbs {(1, 1), (2, 2), (2, 3), (4, 2)} as defined by Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger. Note
that we can also define our tree as the entrance limbs of each vertex. In this example,
we could equivalently define the tree as the set {(2,1), (3,1), (4,1), (5, 2)}. This gives
the same graph since this defines precisely the same edges as their entrance tree. A
letter

in their complete word w appears in the tree when the vertex of p{lk) is

unused. This is the same rule for when entrance limbs are marked in the maxirecoil
algorithm.
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3

Figure 22: An Entrance Tree from the Maxirecoil Algorithm

Suppose we are given the maze in Figure 23. By placing vertices at each dead end
and each intersection and by using edges when there exists a direct path in the maze
between two points, we have the graph in the previous example. If we choose our
initial limb to be one of the limbs at the “Start” point, then the complete neutral
word from the maxirecoil algorithm will solve the maze. We can look at the prefix
of the word that begins with our initial limb and ends with the first limb of our
“Finish” point to find a path from “Start” to “Finish.” In the complete word w =
(1,1)(2, 2)(3,1)(2,3)(4,2)(5,1)(1,2)(5,2)(4,1)(2,1), the prefix which solves the maze
is (1,1)(2,2)(3,1)(2,3)(4,2). Note that for a more efficient solution, we can look at
the path in the entrance tree from vertex 1 directly down to vertex 4.

3.2

Block Decomposition Automaton

We described the blocks of a graph in Section 2.1 as maximal connected subgraphs
without cut-vertices. By block decomposition of a graph, we refer to the division
of vertices into sets which form the blocks of a graph. Note that cut-vertices are
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start

Finish

Figure 23: A Maze Solvable by the Maxirecoil Automaton

allowed to belong to more than one block. Roseiistiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger give a
brief outline of how a network of finite automata might be used to compute the block
decomposition of a graph. They first pose the problem as the partitioning of limbs
for each vertex x G V(G) for a graph G such that any two limbs in the same partition
class will belong to the same block [14].

Theorem 2 The block decomposition problem is fa-computable. [14]

In Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger’s description of the automata

for the compu

tation of a block decomposition, they build upon the idea of the maxirecoil automata
c^iyiax described in the previous section. They point out that when a vertex x sends
out a maxirecoil signal down a limb {x,r) and the signal retmns to x, the limbs which
have been visited are exactly the limbs in the same block as (x,r). They also suggest
using two maxirecoil signals. Mi and M2, to perform parallel computation in separate
blocks, as well as an erasing signal. Each automaton is assumed to have the ability
to keep signals within a class of limbs so that active signals in neighboring blocks do
not interact [14 .

In our implementation for block decomposition, we use a modified version of the
automata described by Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger. We also use the maxirecoil
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signal as a basis for onr design. The initial limb (xo,?o)i specified by the user, first
sends out the A/i signal which perforins the standai'd maxirecoil algorithm. As the
signal returns to .ro l)v the limb (.ro, /’o), we partition all visited limbs by marking them
with the partition state i\) and send the erasing signal out tlirough all limbs of the
block to plac(' all nondead limbs back in the idle state. Simultaneously, we send out
another

signal through an idle limb of Xq. At the next time increment following

just behind the ('rasing signal, we send out the signal M2 through one limb of the
partitioned c’lass of .ro. The vertex that receives M2 will hold the signal and begin
the partitioning proc^ess just as .ro did by sending out the M\ signal. Hence, parallel
computation is achieved. We use the Mo signal, which traces out a tree in the graph
rooted at vertex .ro, to ensure that all vertices complete the partitioning process.
maj:

Using the concept of^

● again, the Mo signal will recoil once all partitioning below

that point in the tree has been completed. When the M2 signal returns to a vertex
X, all limbs of that partition class are marked with the recoil signal. Once a recoil
signal is marking every limb of a vertex except the entrance limb, the M2 signal will
recoil up its entrance limb. When the M2 signal has recoiled to the initial vertex xq,
identified by the absence of an entrance limb for M2, the block decomposition for the
entire graph has been completed.

We have a set of states for the Mi signal, Fi = {I,Vi,U\,Ui,E,E,u}y another set
of states for the M2 signal, F2 = {/, U2, C/2, C/2,

and a set of partition states,

T:-! = {/, 1,2,..., d,u}. The state of limb (x,r) at time t is a triple

= (mi,m2,p)

where mi G Fi, m2 G Fo, and p G F3. We use I to represent the idle state, a; to
represent dead limbs, and Vi, C/i, C/i, V2, C/2, and U2 to represent states used in a very
similar manner to the maxirecoil algorithm in the previous section. In addition, we
use E and E for our erasing signal, R for our M2 recoil signal, and the states 1,2,..., d
to mark our partition classes at each vertex.
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In the rules i>elow. jP(/’i) represents the partition state of limb (x,ri), the third
element in the triple of the current state of the limb. We use * as a variable to stand
for any appropriate state for that element of the triple. Note that at time t = 0,
every dead limb is considered to be in the state

and ever}'’ nondead Umb

begins in the state (/././)● except for the given initial limb (xQ.ro) which begins in
the state

^ J-o.O

= {^U\. I^ I)'

The conditions and state changes are read in the same

way explained in Section 3.1 for the maxirecoil automaton.

Rules:

Conditions:

{i) ^i2, = {Uu*,*)

. , ,

,

The A/i signal arrives at limb (x,7'i).

(2) <=> ej j = {uj.uj.uj) or (/, *,p) or
Vr e[d]\p= P{ri)
This partition class of x is unused by the Mi signal.
(3)

= (u;,cj,u;) Vr G [d] [r ^ ri]
Vertex r: is a leaf; (x, ri) is the only nondead limb of x.

(4)

= (/, *,p) or {E, *,p) with V2 = min{\d]) [rs ^
= P(n)]
This partition class has nondead limbs other than ri which are unused
by Ml, and V2 is the smallest of these.

(5)

e% = (Vi, *,p) with p = P(ri)
Limb T3 is the 7\/i entrance limb for this partition class.

(6)

e^t =
*)
The Ml signal is leaving limb (r, ri).

(7)

= (p,*,*)
The erasing signal arrives at limb (x,ri).

(8) ^
= (7,*,*)
Limb (x, ri) is unused by signal Mi.
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(9) «

r.t

= (E. *. *)

The ('rasiiiji, sij’.iial is leaving limb (x,r\).
(10) <=> c'^j —

or (E^m^.p) with

/V) = min([d )[z*-, ^ I'l, p = P(/'i), mo ^ Vo]
This partition c lass has nondead limbs other than i'i which are unused by
A/i and arc' not the dP entrance limb, and rs is the smallest of these.

(11)

C'r\t = (*.^-2.*)

The Mo signal is leaving limb (.r. /‘i).
(12)

I2t = (*-^ '2**)
The Mo signal arrives at limb (.r./’i).

(13) ^ e;.;, =( . uJ. u;)
Limb (.r. /’i) is a dead limb.

(-2, = (*● *./->) with

(14)

I,p^

sjJ

Liml) (.r, fi) has been partitioned.
(15) 4=>
I = (*, V"2.p) or (E, /,p) Vr g [d] [p = P(^i)
All limbs in this partition class are either the i\E entrance limb or
sending out the erasing signal.
(16)

= (*’
*)
Limb (x, /'4) is the M2 entrance limb, so x ^ Xq.

(17)

= (*,/,*)
Limb (x, ri) has not yet received the M2 signal

(18)

or (*,/,p) Vr e [d]\p = P(ri)]
This partition class of x is unused by the M2 signal.

(19)

ej j = (*, V2t *) or (*, *,p) with p ^ / Vr € [d]
All nondead limbs are either partitioned or are the M2 entrance limb.

(20) <;=>
= (*, E2,p) or (*, V2,p) Vr G [d] [p = P(ri)]
All limbs in this partition class either have received the M2 signal or
are the entrance limb.
(21)

= {lo,uj,lj) or (*,V2,*) or (*, P, *) Vr e [d
All nondead limbs of x are either holding the recoil signal or are the
M2 entrance limb.
r.t
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(22)

= (*. r_>./0 or (*, To./O where p = P(/'i)
SoiiK' limb ill partition elass has sent out M2 signal.

(23)

r:, =
^') or (*. R.p) or (*,f/o^p) 'vith
I "sfr e [d
All nondead liinl)s of .r have received the Mo signal or are holding the
ix'coil signal.

rj

State changes for transition from time t to time t + 1:
(6) ^

: {U 1 ● *. *)

(Lh,*.*)

The Ml signal leaves limb (.r, ri).
(1 3)
r;;.* : (/.*.*)
(f'^ , *. *)●
: (*,*,/) (*,*,n)
The M\ signal recoils at the leaf (.r, z'l). Partition limb {x,r\) in its
own class.
(V^i, *, *)
(12 3) => c;;^ : (/,*,*)
Label the Mi entrance limb.
(1 2 3 4) =^
; {/,*,*)
(t/i, *, *),
: (E, *) ^ (f/i, *, *)
Send the Mi signal down an idle limb in the same partition class.
(1 2 3 8)
: (/,*,*) ^ (C/i, *, *)
Ml signal recoils after coming to a visited vertex.
(1 2 34 58) ^ e? :
^ (t/i,*,*), e? : (£,*,*)<-(£/i,♦,*)
Send Mi signal down an idle limb in the same partition class.
(1 2358 10)

(/, ♦, h<) <-(t/i, *, *),

e? : (£,*,*)<-(t/i,*,*),

; {Ui, ni2,p) «- (E,*,ri) Vr e [d] m2 7^ U2,U2,p = P(n)
Send Ml signal down an idle limb which is not the M2 entrance limb.
Partition a limb class and send out erasing signal.
(1 2 34 5 8)
: (l/^,*,*)
(t/i,*,*)
Recoil A/i signal up the entrance limb.

(1 2 4 5 8)
ej : {Uu m2,p) ^ (^, *, ri) Vr G [d] [m2 ^ t/2, U2,P = P{n)
Partition a limb class and send out erasing signal.
(789 13)
(/,*,*)
Limb (x, 7’i) receives the erasing signal.
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(7 9 13) =>

:

*,/)) — (E.*.p) Vr 6 [d] r ^ r^,mi //,£,p = P(n)

Send out the ('rasing signal.
(9) ^ r

'●l

: (E. *. *) t— (/,

*) if c T.f -i-1 = (E, *, *)

Th(‘ crasiii*; signal loavos liinh (.r, I'l) and it becomes idle unless already

(11) ^

'’1

: (*, Ej, *) ^ (*, f 2. *)

Tli(' M-2 signal leaves limb (.r, Ci).
(3 13 14 15 22) ^ r

: (E. Lp) ^ (*. Eo-p) for some
G [d] [p = P(r\)
S('ii(l out th(' M-2 signal so another vertex can begin partitioning.

(3 12 14) => e'l : (*./.*) ^ (*.E,^*)
Recoil M) signal at partitioned leaf.
(3 12 17 18) =>
,rk-

: (*. L *) ^ (*, VE *),

: {n)\, /. I) ^ (El, *, *) for some I'k G [d] rj^ ^

Label the AE entrance limb. Send the Mi signal out to start partitioning.
rk

(3 12 16 17 18 20)
c : (*,/,p)
(* , E2,p) for some rjt G [d] [p = -P(ri)
Send M2 signal down an idle limb.
(3 12 17 18) =>
: (*,/,*)
(*,E2,*)
Recoil AI2 signal at partitioned limb.
(12 20)
: (*, U2, p) <— (*, R,p) Vr G [d] [p = -P(n)
Hold recoil signal at all limbs of the partition class.
(3 16 17 18 19 21) ^ ej : (*, R, *) <- (*, E2, *) Vr G [d],
: (*, V2, *) <- {*,1)2,*), ej-* ; (*,*,/) *- (*,*,r4)
Drop recoil signal. Recoil the M2 signal.
Partition entrance limb, if it’s not already.
(12 16 17 18 19 20 23)

ej : (*, m2, *) <- (*, E2, *) Vr G [d] [m2 = R, U2
Drop recoil signal. The Block Decomposition is finished.

The following figures depict an example of the block decomposition algorithm de
scribed by the rules above.

Figure 24 shows the initial configuration for a graph

with the initial limb chosen to be (1,1). The following steps begin with a standard
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pv...

iiiaxin'coil algorithm, ('xcept that the state \ 'i is replaced with the state Ui since we
do not want to store tlu' ('litranee tree.
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at t = 7

At t = 7, the Ml signal is about to return to the initial node for the first time as
shown in Figure 25. When the signal returns at the next time step, all visited Umbs
are partitioned and the erasing signal is sent out. In this case, this is only limb (1,1).
The A/i signal continues down the unused limb (1,2).

The A/2 signal is sent immediately behind the erasing signal down limb (1,1) so that
vertex 2 can begin the partitioning process. Figure 27 also shows the erasing signal
continuing into the block to erase any previous trace of the Mi signal. Meanwhile,
the maxirecoil signal continues to vertex 5 and returns at t = 10 so that limb (1,2) is
41
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partitioned. Since limb (1,3) is unused, the A/i signal is sent to continue partitioning
vertex 1. Also at t = 10, vertex 2 receives the M2 signal marking its entrance limb
(2,1) and sends out its own Mi signal to begin partitioning.

Vertex 1 sends another KE signal down limb (1,2) so that vertex 5 can begin par
titioning at t = 11. Since all of vertex 5’s limbs are partitioned, the signal recoils
immediately. The M\ signal continues through the cycle (2,3,4,2).

Figure 34 shows the A/i signal returning to vertex 2 so that it can partition limbs
(2, 2) and (2,3) in the same class and send out the erasing signal into the block. In
the time intervals following, the A/2 signal will be sent to vertices 3 and 4 so that
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each can partition their limbs.
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at f = 15

At f = 39 in Figure 35, the M2 signal has recoiled to all nondead limbs of vertex 2
except the entrance limb, and at ^ = 40, the signal will recoil up limb (2,1) parti-
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tioning this limb in its own class. Figure 37 shows the M2 signal having recoiled at
all nondead limbs of our initial node, and thus our block decomposition is finished.
Prom the final matrix M(41), we can read the block decomposition from the partition
states of each limb, noting that inverse limbs which make up the same edge will be in
the same block. Since vertex 1 has each limb in a different partition class, we know
that each edge that vertex 1 is incident on is in a different block. Vertex 2 belongs
to 2 blocks, one containing limb (2,1) and one containing limbs (2,2) and (2,3). Our
blocks are the subgraphs induced by {1,2}, {2,3,4}, {1,5}, and {1,6}.

There already exist global algorithms for calculating the block decomposition of a
graph such as the one described by Douglas West which builds a depth-first search
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tree, discarding blocks as they are discovered. [7] The graph is traversed only once and
vertices are visited at most twice, drastically increasing the efficiency of the algorithm.
Using onr network of lillite automata is less than ideal for typical block decomposition
calculation. However, this automata network is an e.xa^nple of a myopic algorithm,
one that operates on only a subset of the data at each iteration. During each unit of
time, each antomgita uses the same rules of operation and only information from the
limbs to which it is directh^ connected. This could be useful for taking advantage of
parallel processors, and this idea could perhaps be extended to infinite graphs, cases
for which global information is not necessarily available.
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The computation time of our algorithm also depends upon the choice of the initial
limb which is left to the user. For graphs which have at least two blocks, choosing
a cut-vertex to initially send the signal from takes advantage of parallel processing
early in the algorithm. Since the automata have the ability to keep signals active
within a partition class of limbs, computations for the limbs of vertices in different
blocks can occur simultaneously.

3.3

Linkages

We say that a graph G is k-linked if for every pair of A:-tuples of vertices (si, S2,
and (ti, ^2,

Sfc)

tk) in V^(G), there are k internally disjoint paths Pi,P2,..., Pk such that

Pi connects vertices Sj and U with i e {1,2,...,/?}. Hence, a graph is 1-linked when
it is connected. For a graph to be 2-linked, we need two disjoint paths, one from Si
to ti and one from S2 to ^2 for every two pairs of vertices (si,S2) and (^1,^2)- Notice
that the order of the vertices within a pair is important for the existence of disjoint
paths, making this condition stronger than that of 2-connectivity discussed in Section
2.1. Given a specific pair of such /c-tuples of vertices, we call a set of such disjoint
paths a linkage from (si, S2,..., Sfc) to (ti,^2, ●●●5 ^fc)- In Figure 38, we have an example
of a linkage from (1,2) to (3,4) in a graph, depicted by the shaded paths connecting
vertex 1 to 3 and vertex 2 to 4.

Consider the case in which we are looking for a linkage between the given pairs of
vertices (si, S2) and (^1,^2)- First, we will demonstrate the decidability of this property
using the methods in Section 2.3. We start by defining the following monadic secondorder formula to determine if a set of vertices P forms a path from a vertex s to a
vertex t in a graph G:
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Figure 38: An Example of a Linkage

Path{P^ s,t) <=> 3vi,V2,

P = {ui,U2,

A

n—1

Ui = s A u,

= t) A (/\ edgcivi.Vn))
)
i=l

The above formula could be translated to say that there exists a set of vertices
Ui,U2,...,Un such that the given set P is equivalent to these vertices, the first ver
tex is s, the last vertex is t, and every adjacent pair of vertices forms an edge in the
graph. Using this formula for path existence, we have the following MS formula which
represents the property of the existence of a linkage between (51,52) and (^1,^2):

G\ \=3PuP2 {Path{PuSi,h) A Path{P2,s^,h)) A
\/x\fy[{x e Pi A ?/ € P2)

“'(^r = y)

This formula is equivalent to saying that there exist two subsets of vertices. Pi and
P2, such that Pi forms a path from 5i to U, P2 is a path from 52 to t2, and the
two paths are disjoint. As with our example of A;-colorability in Section 2.3.3, we
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could extend this formula to look for linkages for k > 2. Since the existence of a
linkage between four given vertices is MS-definable, we know the set of graphs with
this property is recognizable.

There have been many studies on the relation between connectivity and the existence
of linkages [1]. However, little has been done to develop algorithmic processes for
finding linkages between given vertices on a graph. We have looked at using networks
of finite automata as a tool for this computation. In particular, we have investigated
using a modified version of the maxirecoil automaton to send signals from the starting
vertices to trace disjoint paths to the terminating vertices.

We will begin by looking at the case of linkages for k = 2. Any path for a linkage
from Si to 11 in a graph will not traverse any edges incident to the vertices S2 or t2,
nor will it cross any edges that force us to eventually pass through these vertices.
Similarly, there will be edges we must avoid for the path from S2 to ^2- We will refer
to a vertex that cannot be used by one of these paths as an avoided vertex and any
limb which we cannot traverse as an unusable limb.

max

We can equip the automaton ^

of Section 3.1 with additional rules to narrow

down the number of edges included in our search for disjoint paths by eliminating all
unusable limbs. Suppose that we mark S2 and t2 as avoided vertices and send out
a modified maxirecoil signal Mi from a limb of vertex si, allowing it to explore all
limbs of the graph one by one. If the signal reaches an avoided vertex or comes to
a vertex with no more usable limbs, then it will recoil and mark limbs as unusable
with a state X until it reaches a vertex with other usable or unused limbs, marked by
the states O and I respectively. When the entire graph has been visited and meirked,
we can create a subgraph by removing all edges with limbs in the state X. We can
repeat this process with another modified maxirecoil signal M2, sent from a limb of
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S2 to mark all unusable limbs which lead only through Si or ii. At this point, we
will have two subgraphs of our original graph, each containing only edges which are
possibly in a path from the respective starting vertex to the terminating one.

Consider the following graph in Figure 39 where we are looking for a 2-linkage from
(1,5) to (9,12). We will begin by sending the signal Mi from vertex 1 to explore the
limbs of the graph. When this signal explores edges {3,4} and then {4,5}, it will
recognize that it has reached an avoided vertex and will begin to recoil until it has
come back to vertex 3 where it has unexplored paths. The limbs on edges {3,4} and
{4,5} will then be marked unusable with the state X and subsequently eliminated
from the subgraph.

S2

5

Si

4

7—8

2

u

n

Figure 39: An Example Graph for Finding a 2-Linkage
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Figure 40: First Subgraph for Finding a 2-Linkage
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Fi^urt' 41: Second Subgiaph for Finding a 2-Linkage

Figure 40 shows tlu' Hrst resulting subgraph containing the path between Si and ti
unci Figure' 41 shows the second one containing the path between S2 and ^2-

Notice that in Figure' 40. any path from Si to ti must contain vertices 3 and 7. It
is cdear to se'e' that cut-\ertices must be contained in the desired path for any of our
subgraphs. Since the path freun

to ti must contain these vertices, we can mark

these ve'rtic'es as a\'e)ieleei e)ii the second subgraph and resend the signal M2 from S2This will e'liiniiiate even more edges from the subgraph. We can also repeat this
process by resending AIi in the first subgraph and avoiding the cut-vertices from the
second subgraph, 6 and 10. In our example, this gives us the resulting subgraphs in
Figures 42 and 43.
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Figure 42: First Subgraph for Finding a 2-Linkage after Resending Signal
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Figure 43: Second Subgraph for Finding a 2-Linkage after Resending Signal
When it comes to finding cut-vertices in the subgraphs, there are global algorithms
available, but we may also use rules of the block decomposition automata

’in

Section 3.2. Any vertex whose nondead limbs are partitioned into more than one class
by this algorithm belongs to more than one block and is thus a cut-vertex. We could
then create a set of rules combining all the desired functions for finding linkages into
one automata.

In general, we can continue avoiding cut-vertices from one subgraph in the other until
both of our subgraphs are as minimal as possible. If at any time during this process,
one of our subgraphs becomes disconnected with the starting and ending vertices in
different components, then we know that a linkage does not exist. This would be
the case in which a vertex was a cut-vertex for both subgraphs and thus necessary in
both “disjoint” paths.

Note that we could generalize this process to help us find A:-linkages for any k > 2
by sending out k modified maxirecoil signals to narrow down the traversable edges in
our paths in k different subgraphs.

However, once we have the subgraphs with each containing all possible edges for a
path, it is still a matter of exhaustive search to find k disjoint paths which will give
52

US the desired linkage. Our subgraphs eliminate many of the edges from the original
graph in most cases, decreasing the number of possibilities for the search but not
giving us the solution. It seems as though an automaton could be designed to help
us find the disjoint path as well. Perhaps we could have a network in which k signals
simultaneously searched for k paths between the desired starting and terminating
vertices, interacting in such a way as to ensure that the paths are disjoint.
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4

Conclusion

There are many methods of deciding the recognizability of properties of graphs includ
ing automata, algebras, grammars, and monadic second-order logic. In this paper,
we have chosen to focus our efforts on using automata. Specifically, we used networks
of finite automata to perform computation on graphs.

We have taken the transition rules developed by Rosenstiehl, Fiksel, and Holliger [14
for the maxirecoil automaton

max

and implemented them. In this process, we have

found and corrected two errors in their published version of these rules. We have
taken some of their ideas for the block decomposition automaton

and created

transition rules with our own implementation.

We then used the concept of the maxirecoil automaton to extend the idea of compu
tation with networks of finite automata to the problem of finding linkages in a graph
by eliminating the edges included in our search for each path. It seems likely for
future research that an automaton could be designed to help us compute a linkage
in a more efficient way. For instance, we could possibly send signals from all of our
starting vertices to interact in such a way to actually find the distinct paths for our
linkage. In addition, future research could extend the concept of “intelligent graphs”
to compute other problems such as minors, colorings, and cycle decompositions of
graphs and possibly to topological sorts and strong component decompositions of
directed graphs.
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